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General Comment
Federal Registrar John smith,
I’m counting on the Department of Labor to follow through with this revision and fix the Trump-era rules that
protect unsustainable industries by making it more difficult for retirement plan managers to take into account the
real world impact of their investments on the climate, working conditions, or racial equity, as well as the major
economic risks associated with these investments.

Workers and their retirement plans should have the right to take the big picture into account regarding which
companies they support and finance with their hard earned savings.

WE NEED TO PROTECT OUR DEMOCRACY FROM
IDIOTS LIKE TRUMP, HIS FAMILY,
GOETZ, GREENE, CRUZ and the rest of these self proclaimed dictators and plutocrats!!

Plus- We are certain that Donald trump, this socio-psychopath along with other socio-sychopats, Ron Desantis,
Greg Abbott, Ted Cruz, Marjorie Green and trumps spawn kids as goats of satin are Russian plutocrat spies for
Putin and that are giving Putin codes to cyber attack our democracy. American media needs to put the blame for
that squarely where it belongs: fifty Republicans in the US Senate who chose their own self-interest over our
county when Trump's impeached fate was in their hands.

Compared to Richard Nixon paying to bug the DNC headquarters in the Watergate complex and then lie about it
afterwards, Trump's behaviors were monstrous. But Republicans gave him a pass on his criminal behavior.
Twice.

But Senate Republicans are proudly lacking in courage, patriotism or any sense of loyalty to our nation or its
ideals; their only loyalties are to their own power and the billions their donors use to seduce and control them.

And, the Republican Party is breaking apart into new mini parties and that is good for our Country!!! Yeah!!!

Because the time for digging in and defending this country against t

